Southern and dot blot analysis of DNA from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue samples from colonic carcinomas.
Two extraction methods for the isolation of DNA from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue samples from colonic carcinomas were compared. The processed DNAs were compared with DNAs from fresh specimens of the same tumors. The two extraction methods gave similar results. Formalin-fixation and paraffin-embedding irreversibly denatured DNA and consequently decreased the extraction yield and interfered with the quantitative measurement of DNA. Southern blot and dot blot analysis of processed and native DNA was performed using a c-myc and an actin probe. The results show that for Southern analysis processed DNA can be used but, due to the generation of random breaks, the restriction fragments have to be small. Furthermore, the fixation-induced crosslinking of DNA appears to hamper hybridization. For these reasons processed DNA can be analyzed better by dot blot rather than Southern blot hybridization.